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Two-leg t-J ladders are investigated in the framework of a combination of the phase string formulation and
bond-operator representation. We develop a mean-field theory in the strong rung interaction regime, i.e., J’
@J ,t , which provides a unified description of the undoped insulating phase and the low-doping phase—the
so-called C1S0 phase. Both of them are characterized by the resonating-valence-bond ~RVB! order parameter,
with gap opened up in all spin excitations. The ground state of the doped phase is intrinsically a superconductor
with a d-wave symmetry, which is driven by the RVB correlations. The ground-state energy is in good
agreement with numerical results. Phase separation is shown to occur beyond some critical value of J/t for
given doping concentration. The local structure of hole pairs as well as the spectra of various spin and charge
modes are analyzed in comparison with other approaches. @S0163-1829~99!03440-2#I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, ladder systems have received intensive studies
both theoretically 1–13 and experimentally.14–17 From the the-
oretical point of view, the ladder t-J systems may be easier
to investigate both numerically and analytically than the two-
dimensional ~2D! case related to the high-Tc cuprates. How-
ever, the former may already catch some key physics of the
latter and offer some important insights into the competition
between charge and spin correlations beyond one-
dimensional ~1D! geometry.
Like in 1D and 2D, the physics of ladder t-J systems has
been more or less well-understood at half-filling3–6 where
only the spin degrees of freedom are present. For example, in
the two-leg ladder problem, the ground state may be visual-
ized as a short-ranged RVB spin liquid state.6 In the strong
rung interaction limit, a mean-field theory based on the
bond-operator representation18 provides a very useful
description5 of such a spin-liquid state.
Previously, a mean-field theory of lightly doped two-leg
ladders proposed by Sigrist et al.7 showed that the short-
ranged resonating valence-bond ~RVB! state evolves into a
superconductor with modified d-wave symmetry. It also gave
a continuous evolution of the spin gap with doping. How-
ever, this theory fails to capture many features of the ground
state and the excitation spectrum uncovered later by numeri-
cal work.8–13 It is the purpose of this paper to develop an
analytic framework that can give a unified and systematic
description of the aforementioned physical properties in both
undoped and doped phases of the two-leg ladder t-J model.
For any dimensionality, it is highly nontrivial to get ac-
cess to the doped phase from the undoped insulator of the t-J
model. This is due to the fact that the Marshall signs19 hid-
den in the half-filled spin background will be generally ‘‘dis-
ordered’’ by the motion of holes, leading to the phase string
effect.20 Such a phase string effect cannot be repaired
through spin-flip processes as the latter always respects thePRB 600163-1829/99/60~19!/13418~11!/$15.00Marshall sign at low energy. It implies that the nonrepairable
‘‘phase strings’’ left on the hole paths will be present in the
ground state of the doped case. These ‘‘phase strings’’ play a
role similar to the Fermi-surface phase-shifts originally pro-
posed by Anderson. Indeed, in 1D case, the phase string
effect leads to the Luttinger liquid behavior. Nontrivial phase
string effect in 2D mean-field theory has been also investi-
gated in Ref. 21. Incorporating the phase string effect thus
becomes a necessary step to construct a sensible mean-field
theory in the study of the two-leg ladder systems.
Starting from the half-filling where the mean-field theory
is based on a RVB characterization with an order parameter
^s j&5s¯ ,
5 we are able to generalize the theory to the doped
regime after incorporating the phase string effect. We find
that the ground state in the doped phase is naturally a super-
conductor with a d-wave-like symmetry, as the consequence
of the RVB correlations in the insulating phase. The mean-
field ground-state energy is in good agreement with the nu-
merical one at low-doping concentration. Moreover, an in-
stability of phase separation occurs in our mean-field state as
the ratio J/t increases beyond some critical value, also con-
sistent with numerical results. The present mean-field theory
thus accommodates the most important physical properties of
the doped two-leg t-J model previously identified only nu-
merically. We would like to point out that without explicitly
dealing with the nonlocal phase string effect at the starting
point, a mean-field treatment would lead to a state that is
always unstable against phase separation, similar to the spiral
instability in 2D case.22
Furthermore, a series of detailed features obtained in vari-
ous numerical work are also reproduced at this mean-field
level. The energy spectra of magnons and quasiparticles have
been determined in the C1S0 phase where they all exhibit
finite gaps varying with the doping concentration. (CmSn
means that there are m gapless charge modes and n gapless
spin modes.23! Our result indicates that the spin gap in the
two-leg ladder system is generally associated with quasipar-13 418 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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first pointed out by Troyer et al.9 We also examine the local
structure of hole pairs and show that the pairing on diagonal
sites occurs simultaneously with the condensation of rung
hole pairs. This point was also noted previously by Sierra
et al.11.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II,
we introduce the phase string formulation and bond-operator
representation. The mean-field treatment is presented in Sec.
III. In Sec. IV, we present our numerical analysis of the
mean-field equations. The finial section is devoted to a con-
clusive discussion. For the sake of compactness, some useful
and relevant formulas are listed in the Appendix.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
We start with the original t-J Hamiltonian
Ht-J5PsH 2t(
^i , j&
~cis
1 c js1H.c.!
1J(
^i , j&
S SiSj2 14 nin j D J Ps , ~1!
where Ps is the projection operator that imposes the no-
double-occupancy constraint such that the electron occupa-
tion number ni<1. We adopt the following slave-fermion
representation: c j ,s→(2s) j f j1b j ,s to replace the constraint
by an equality condition: f i† f i1(sbis† bis51. f j and b j ,s
satisfy the canonical anticommutation and commutation re-
lations, respectively. Then the t-J Hamiltonian Ht-J5Ht
1HJ can be rewritten as follows:
Ht52t(
^i , j&
$fi
†fj~s!bjs
† bis1H.c.%,
HJ52
J
2 (^i , j& bis
† bj2s
† bj2s8bis8 . ~2!
In this representation, the matrix element of HJ always
remains negative-definite that is equivalent to say that the
Marshall sign19 has been built into the basis.20 But then the
sign s appearing in H t indicates that holes dislike the Mar-
shall sign hidden in the spin background, and their motion
generally creates Marshall-sign mismatches on their paths
known as phase strings. Since HJ respects the Marshall sign
rule at low energy, the phase strings cannot be repaired
through the spin-flip processes. Such a phase-string-type
doping effect has been argued20 to be the key to understand-
ing the evolution of the ground state at finite doping. In the
following, we first give a brief review of the phase string
formulation developed in Ref. 20.
A. Phase string formulation
The basic idea underlying the phase string formulation is
to ‘‘gauge away’’ the original singular source of the phase
string effect such that the resulting form of the Hamiltonianbecomes treatable in a perturbative scheme. According to
Ref. 20, this procedure can be realized through a unitary
transformation:
U[expH 2 i2 (jÞl n jhu j~ l !S 12nlh2(s snl ,sb D J , ~3!
where n j
h and n j ,s
b are the densities of holons and spinons
with spin s at site j. Under the unitary transformation ~3!, the
electron operators become
c j ,s→h˜ j1b˜ j ,s~2s! jsNh, ~4!
where
h˜ j
1[h j
1expH i2 (lÞ j u j~ l !S (s snl ,sb 21 D J ,
b˜ j ,s[b j ,sexpH 2 i2 s(lÞ j u j~ l !nlhJ ,
h j[ f jexpH 2i(
lÞ j
u j~ l !nl
hJ . ~5!
Nh is the total number of holes. Here, h j turns out to be a
hard-core boson. With Eqs. ~4! and ~5!, the t-J Hamiltonian
becomes
Ht52t(
^i , j&
$~eiAi j
f
!hi
†hj~eisA ji
h
!bjs
† bis1H.c.%,
HJ52
J
2 (^i , j& ~e
isAi j
h
!bis
† bj2s
† ~eis8A ji
h
!bj2s8bis8 , ~6!
where the gauge phases Ai j
f and Ai j
h are defined by
Ai j
f 5
1
2 (lÞi , j @u i~ l !2u j~ l !#S (s snlsb 21 D ,
Ai j
h 5
1
2 (lÞi , j @u i~ l !2u j~ l !#nl
h
. ~7!
Even though in the original definition, u j(l)5Imln(z j
2zl), the choice of u j(l) is equivalent to a kind of gauge
fixing. For the two-leg ladder, we define them as follows:
u j ,m~ l ,n !50, j.l ,
p , j,l ,
u j ,m~ j ,n !5
p
2 , m51,n52,
2
p
2 , m52,n51, ~8!
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upper and lower chains, respectively. This convention fixes
the gauge phases and the t-J Hamiltonian on two-leg ladders
becomes
Ht52t(j ,s ~h j ,2
1 b j ,2,sh j ,1b j ,1,s
1 1H.c.!
2t(j ,s $ie
2i
p
2 (S j ,2
z
1S j11,2
z )ei
p
4 s(n j ,2
h
1n j11,2
h )
3h j11,1
1 b j11,1,sh j ,1b j ,1,s
1
2iei
p
2 (S j ,1
z
1S j11,1
z )e2i
p
4 s(n j ,1
h
1n j11,1
h )
3h j11,2
1 b j11,2,sh j ,2b j ,2,s
1 1H.c.%,
HJ52
J’
2 (j S (s b j ,1,s1 b j ,2,2s1 D S (s8 b j ,2,2s8b j ,1,s8D
2
J
2 (j ,s ,m ~b j ,m ,s
1 b j ,m ,sb j11,m ,2s
1 b j11,m ,2s!
2
J
2 (j ,s $e
i
p
2 s(n j ,2
h
1n j11,2
h )b j ,1,s
1 b j ,1,2sb j11,1,2s
1 b j11,1,s
1e2i
p
2 s(n j ,1
h
1n j11,1
h )b j ,2,s
1 b j ,2,2sb j11,2,2s
1 b j11,2,s%. ~9!
To solve Eq. ~9!, we will introduce the bond-operator repre-
sentation.
B. Bond-operator description
First of all, we would like to extend the bond operators to
the doped case. At each rung, the physical Hilbert space is
spanned by nine states, which can be generated by applying
the bond operators to the vacuum state uf0& as follows:
d j
1uf0&5h j ,1
1 h j ,2
1 u0&,
a j ,s
1 uf0&5~2s! j11h j ,1
1 b j ,2,s
1 u0&,
a¯ j ,s
1 uf0&5~2s! jb j ,1,s
1 h j ,2
1 u0&,
s j
1uf0&5
~21 ! j
A2
~ u↑↓&1u↓↑&),
t j ,0
1 uf0&5
~21 ! j
A2
~ u↑↓&2u↓↑&), t j ,s1 uf0&5us ,s&.
~10!
Here, us ,s8&[b j ,1,s
1 b j ,2,s8
1 u0& and uf0& is annihilated by
these bond operators.24 s and ta (a561,0) represent spin
singlet and triplet excitations, respectively. as and a¯ s par-
ticles carry the same quantum numbers as electrons. d par-
ticles are spinless and charge two. We choose s and t opera-
tors to satisfy canonical commutation relations as in Ref. 5
while d, as , and a¯ s operators are hard-core bosons because
they contain h operators. The no-double-occupancy condi-
tion is replaced by the following one:s j
1s j1 (
a561,0
t j ,a
1 t j ,a1(
s
~a j ,s
1 a j ,s1a¯ j ,s
1 a¯ j ,s!1d j
1d j51.
~11!
Secondly, we express the a-operators in terms of the
bonding and antibonding operators as follows:
a j ,s5
1
A2
~a2 , j ,s1isa1 , j ,s!,
a¯ j ,s5
1
A2
~sa2 , j ,s2ia1 , j ,s!, ~12!
where a6 ,s denote the bonding and antibonding operators,
respectively. Since a6 ,s operators are still hard-core bosons,
one may introduce the following Jordan-Wigner transforma-
tion to transform them into fermions without changing the
Hamiltonian
a1 , j ,s
1 5e j ,s
1 U j , a2 , j ,s
1 5e¯ j ,s
1 U j . ~13!
Here, U j5exp$ip(l,j,s(a1,l,s1 a1,l,s1a2,l,s1 a2,l,s)%. e j ,s and
e¯ j ,s become fermions and satisfy the canonical anticommu-
tation relations.
Moreover, we notice that under the unitary transformation
~3!, S j
1 becomes
S j ,1
1 5~21 ! jb j ,1,↑
1 b j ,1,↓expH ip(
l, j
~nl ,1
h 1nl ,2
h !2i
p
2 n j ,2
h J ,
S j ,2
1 5~21 ! j11b j ,2,↑
1 b j ,2,↓expH ip(
l, j
~nl ,1
h 1nl ,2
h !1i
p
2 n j ,1
h J
instead of (21) jb j ,↑1 b j ,↓ . Therefore, the t operators defined
based on b j ,s
1 in Eq. ~10! do not form a vector. The manifest
rotational symmetry can be easily recovered by introducing
the following unitary transformation
t j ,s
1 →t j ,s1 expH 2ips(
l, j
~nl ,1
h 1nl ,2
h !J , ~14!
for t j ,s with s561.
With the help of Eqs. ~10!, ~12!, ~13!, and ~14!, the t-J
Hamiltonian becomes
FIG. 1. The local structure of hole pairs: ~a! diagonal site, ~b!
chain direction. The solid line and open circles represent the spin-
singlet bonds and holes, respectively.
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2
t
2 (j $@s j11s j
112d j11d j
11t j11,0t j ,0
1 12t j11,st j ,s
1 #~e j11,s1 e j ,s1e¯ j11,s1 e¯ j ,s!1H.c.%
1S J’4 1 J2 D(j ~e j ,s1 e j ,s1e¯ j ,s1 e¯ j ,s!1S J’4 1J D(j d j1d j2 J4 (j $~e j ,s1 e j ,s1e¯ j ,s1 e¯ j ,s!d j111 d j111~ j↔ j11 !%
2m(j ~2d j
1d j1e j ,s
1 e j ,s1e¯ j ,s
1 e¯ j ,s!1
J
2 (j ~s js j11
1 t j ,a
1 t j11,a1s js j11t j ,a
1 t j11,2a
1 1H.c.!
1
J’
4 (j ~23s j
1s j1t j ,a
1 t j ,a!2(j l j~s j
1s j1t j ,a
1 t j ,a1e j ,s
1 e j ,s1e¯ j ,s
1 e¯ j ,s1d j
1d j21 ! ~15!and
H152
t
A2 (j $~s j11d j1d j11s j!~e j11,s
1 e j ,2s
1
2e¯ j11,s
1 e¯ j ,2s
1 !1H.c.%2
J
4 (j ,s ,s8
$~e j11,s
1 e j ,2s
1
1e¯ j11,s
1 e¯ j ,2s
1 !~e j ,2s8e j11,s81e¯ j ,2s8e¯ j11,s8!
1~e j11,s
1 e¯ j ,2s
1 2e¯ j11,s
1 e j ,2s
1 !~e j ,2s8e¯ j11,s8
2e¯ j ,2s8e j11,s8!%2
J
2 (j d j
1d jd j11
1 d j11 . ~16!
Here, m is the chemical potential of holes. l j is the Lagrang-
ian multiplier to impose the constraint ~11!. N is the number
of sites for the single chain. The attraction between d par-
ticles comes from the 21/4nin j term while those among
quasiparticles arise from the exchange term. The terms in-
volving spin flip and triplet excitations have been left out.
We shall see later that all spin excitations are gapped. Thus,
the inclusion of these terms is supposed not to change the
main features of our results. We define our working Hamil-
tonian as H[H01H1 in the following sections.
Finally, we have two remarks. The first is about the quan-
tum number of excitations. We note that there is an addi-
tional symmetry for the two-leg ladder Hamiltonian: ex-
change symmetry. Under the exchange of chain indices, the
bond operators transform as follows: s→s , ta→2ta , d
→d . For quasiparticles, it is as↔2sa¯ s , or es→es , e¯s
→2e¯s . We see that magnons and quasiparticles in the anti-
bonding band are parity odd while d bosons and quasiparti-
cles in the bonding band are parity even.25
The second one is about the low-energy effective Hamil-
tonian. Since both quasiparticles and magnons have gaps at
low-doping concentration, we can integrate them out ~treat-
ing s as a c number.! and obtain the low energy theory de-
scribed by the following hard-core boson ~HCB! modelH52t*(j ~d j11
1 d j1H.c.!1V(j d j
1d jd j11
1 d j11 ,
~17!
where t* is the effective hopping amplitude and the domi-
nant contribution to V comes from the attraction between d
particles in Eq. ~16!. This model can be solved by a
bosonization approach.26 In the region where the system is
stable against the phase separation ~see Troyer et al.9!, the
low-lying excitation will be the phase fluctuations of d par-
ticles, which corresponds to the collective charge mode.
Although the HCB model @Eq. ~17!# is appropriate to de-
scribe the low-energy properties of two-leg ladders in the
lightly doped region, it cannot address questions such as the
internal structure of hole pairs, which is related to the nature
of the superconducting order parameter, and how the spectra
of those gapped modes vary with the hole concentration.
Later we will answer these questions by a mean-field treat-
ment of Eqs. ~15! and ~16!.
III. MEAN-FIELD THEORY
To proceed with the mean-field approximation, we first
note that the undoped two-leg ladder is characterized as a
spin liquid with nonvanishing RVB order parameter ^s j&.
Following Gopalan et al.,5 we take the ansatz for the spin
part as: ^s j&5s¯ , ^t j ,a&50, and Qa5^t j11,at j ,a1 & where a
561,0. Because of the rotational symmetry, Q15Q2
5Q0. We set Q[Q11Q21Q0.
For the charge part at finite doping, we define the follow-
ing mean-field parameters: xs5^e j11,s
1 e j ,s& and x¯ s
5^e¯ j11,s
1 e¯ j ,s& . Again due to the rotational symmetry, x1
5x2 and x¯ 15x¯ 2 . We define x5x11x2 and x¯ 5x¯ 1
1x¯ 2 . Moreover, we take l j5l in accordance with the
translational invariance along the chain direction.
Note that there is a term in H1 @Eq. ~16!# with a linear d
operator, describing the process that a rung hole pair dis-
solves into two quasiparticles or a pair of quasiparticles is
recombined into a rung hole pair. Such a term ~with s j→s¯)
looks similar to a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformed four-
13 422 PRB 60Y. L. LEE, Y. W. LEE, C.-Y. MOU, AND Z. Y. WENGfermion interaction in the BCS theory with d playing the role
of the order parameter. Thus, we will treat d j as a c number
by assuming d j5d¯ and neglect its phase fluctuations. A so-
lution with non-vanishing d¯ will then immediately lead to
forming Cooper pairs for e↑ and e↓ according to the above
process. To make things more transparent, let us define the
following pairing fields for quasiparticles:
D[(
s
^e j11,s
1 e j ,2s
1 &, D¯ [(
s
^e¯ j11,s
1 e¯ j ,2s
1 & . ~18!
Then,D1D¯ 52(
s
^a j11,s
1 a j ,2s
1 2a¯ j11,s
1 a¯ j ,2s
1 &,
D2D¯ 52(
s
s^a j11,s
1 a¯ j ,2s
1 2a¯ j11,s
1 a j ,2s
1 &.
Here, D1D¯ and D2D¯ represent the hole pairing along the
chain direction and diagonal sites, respectively and are
shown schematically in Fig. 1. Now it is easy to see that the
pairing on the rung and diagonal sites must occur simulta-
neously.
Based on the above mean-field ansatz, we finally obtain
the following mean-field Hamiltonian:HMF5NH l2 J’4 2 J2 2S 34 J’1l D s¯21~x1x¯ !Qt1J8 ~D1D¯ !22 J16 ~x2x¯ !22S J2d¯ 212m1l2 J’4 2J D d¯ 2J
2F tS d¯ 21 s¯21Q2 D 2 J16 ~x2x¯ !G(j ~e j11,s1 e j ,s1H.c.!2F tS d¯ 21 s¯21Q2 D 1 J16 ~x2x¯ !G(j ~e¯ j11,s1 e¯ j ,s1H.c.!
1S 2t2m2l1 J’4 1 J2 2 J2d¯ 2D(j e j ,s1 e j ,s1S t2m2l1 J’4 1 J2 2 J2d¯ 2D(j e¯ j ,s1 e¯ j ,s
2F J8 ~D1D¯ !1A2ts¯d¯ G(j ~e j11,s1 e j ,2s1 1H.c.!2F J8 ~D1D¯ !2A2ts¯d¯ G(j ~e¯ j11,s1 e¯ j ,2s1 1H.c.!
1
1
2 (j $@Js
¯
22t~x1x¯ !#t j ,a
1 t j11,a1Js¯2t j ,a
1 t j11,2a
1 1H.c.%1S J’4 2l D(j t j ,a1 t j ,a . ~19!Equation ~19! can be diagonalized by Bogolioubov transfor-
mations. We leave the procedure in the appendix and write
down the diagonalized Hamiltonian in the following:
HMF5V01(
k
$Ek~ak
1ak1bk
1bk!1E¯ k~a¯ k
1a¯ k1b¯ k
1b¯ k!%
1(
k
vkgka
1 gka , ~20!
where
V05(
k
S 32 vk2Ek2E¯ kD1NH l2 22m2 J’8 1 J2
1~x1x¯ !Qt2S 34 J’1l D s¯21 J8 ~D1D¯ !2
2
J
16 ~x2x
¯ !22S J2d¯ 212m1l2 J’4 D d¯ 2J ~21!
is the mean-field ground-state energy. ~In fact, V0 is the
zero-temperature grand potential.!The parameters d¯ , s¯ , m , l , x , x¯ , D , D¯ , and Q are deter-
mined by solving Eq. ~18!, the following self-consistent
equations:
Q5(
a
^t j11at ja
1 &, x5(
s
^e j11s
1 e js&,
x¯ 5(
s
^e¯ j11s
1 e¯ js&, ~22!
and the saddle-point equations
]V0
]l
50,
]V0
]s¯
50,
~23!
]V0
]d¯
50,
]V0
]m
522Nd ,
where d is the hole concentration. We obtain the following
mean-field equations from Eqs. ~18!, ~22!, and ~23!:
5
2 2s
¯
21d¯ 252d1
3
2
1
N (k
Lk
vk
, ~24!
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1
2
1
N (k S ekEk 1 e¯kE¯ kD , ~25!
F2 tJ ~x1x¯ !12mJ 1 lJ 2J’4J 211dGd¯52A2 tJs¯~D2D¯ !,
~26!
3J’
4J 1
l
J 2Q1
t
J ~x1x
¯ !1A2
td¯
Js¯
~D2D¯ !
523
1
N (k cos k
Pk
vk
, ~27!
D5
1
N (k sin k
Gk
Ek
, D¯ 5
1
N (k sin k
G¯ k
E¯ k
, ~28!
x52
1
N (k cos k
ek
Ek
, x¯ 52
1
N (k cos k
e¯k
E¯ k
, ~29!
Q532
1
N (k cos k
Lk
vk
. ~30!
Notice that Eq. ~26! says that D2D¯ 50 as long as d¯50.
We close this section by a remark. When d50, i.e., the
undoped case, our mean-field equations are not exactly re-
duced to those in Ref. 5. The difference arises from the fact
that there are three components for t operators and each con-
tributes (k 12 vk to V0. Thus, the zero-point energy is (k 32 vk
instead of (k 12 vk . A similar effect also appears in Eq. ~21!
in which the coefficient of Nl changes from 32 to 12 . This
point was neglected in Ref. 5. We will see later that this
difference increases the spin gap in comparison with that
obtained in Ref. 5.
FIG. 2. The spin gap, D t , as a function of h5J/J’ where E
5D t /J’ .IV. RESULTS
A. Undoped case
As a reference point, we first examine the results of our
mean-field equations for the undoped case. In the undoped
limit, Eqs. ~24!, ~25!, ~26!, ~27!, ~28!, ~29!, and ~30! are
reduced to the following forms:
5
2 2s
¯
25
3
2p H 1A11n KSA 2n11n D 1A11nESA 2n11n D J ,
~31!
3
4 1
l
J’
52
3h
pn H 1A11n KSA 2n11n D
2A11nESA 2n11n D J , ~32!
where h5J/J’ and the dimensionless parameter n is defined
in the appendix. K(j) and E(j) are, respectively, the com-
plete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind with
modulus j .27 The spin-triplet excitation spectrum is given by
vk5J’S 14 2 lJ’DA11n cos k .
The band minimum is at k5p and the spin gap is deter-
mined by
D t5J’S 14 2 lJ’DA12n . ~33!
To obtain D t at any value of J/J’ , we numerically solved
Eqs. ~31! and ~32!. The results are shown in Fig. 2. The spin
gap at the instropic point, h51, is about 0.501 J, which is
very close to the numerical result—0.504 J.6 Of course, the
mean-field approximation is only justified in the strong rung
interaction regime and we do not expect the theory to be
extended into the region with h.1 where the coupling be-
tween spins on the same leg becomes dominant over the rung
coupling. In fact, our calculation shows that the spin gap
continuously increases beyond h.1, but according to Ref.
3, it should smoothly diminish to zero as h approaches 0.
B. Phases in doped case
1. The C1S0 phase
The phase diagram obtained from numerical studies8,9,12
shows that at most values of J/t the two-leg ladders fall into
the universality classes of Luther-Emery (C1S0) and Lut-
tinger (C1S1) liquids for small and large-doping concentra-
tion, respectively. The present theory using the bond-
operator description presumably works at the low-doping
phase. A mean-field solution with nonvanishing d¯ is found at
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J/t is not too large. We interpret this mean-field state as the
C1S0 phase.
Ground-state energy. To examine the validity of our
mean-field ansatz, we first compute the ground-state energy
and compare it with numerical results. The mean-field
ground-state energy per site, E0, is given as the following:
E05
1
2N H V01m(j ~2d¯ 21^a js1 a js1a¯ js1 a¯ js&!J
5
1
2N V01md . ~34!
We calculated E0 with J/t50.5 and its doping dependence at
various J’ /J’s is plotted in Fig. 3. By comparing with the
numerical results in Ref. 11, we find that both the tendency
of the energy versus the doping concentration and its abso-
lute magnitude agree well with the data obtained by the re-
current variational ansatz ~RVA! as well as the density-
matrix renormalization-group ~DMRG! method. We see that
the agreement is especially good in the region with large
values of J’ /J and small-doping concentration as expected
for the bond-operator representation. ~The comparisons with
the RVA results11 are even better over the whole d<0.5
region.! Such a good agreement over a wide range of param-
eters indicates that our mean-field treatment indeed captures
the basic physics of doped two-leg ladders in the strong rung
interaction regime. In the following, we focus on some de-
tailed properties by solving the mean-field equations at J/t
50.5 and J’ /J510.
Local structure of hole pairs. Next, we would like to dis-
cuss the local structure of hole pairs in the C1S0 phase. As
has been discussed in Ref. 11, holes will form pairs along the
diagonal sites as well as along the rung and chain directions.
This diagonal pairing is energetically favored by the t term
and the most probable configuration of two dynamical holes
in a two-leg ladder.10 In our formalism, the amplitudes for
FIG. 3. The ground-state energy per site with J/t50.5. Differ-
ent curves correspond to J’ /J51,2,4,6,8, and 10. The data de-
noted by the cross are obtained with DMRG and taken from Ref.
11. Note that we set J51 here while J50.5 in Ref. 11 but J/t
50.5 is the same.pairing along the rung, diagonal, and chain directions can be
respectively represented by d¯ , D2D¯ and D1D¯ . We calcu-
lated (uD2D¯ u)/d¯ and (uD1D¯ u)/d¯ and plot them in Fig. 4.
We found that both decrease with increasing d . In the low-
doping region, the amplitude of hole pairs on diagonal sites
is almost comparable to the one of rung hole pairs and al-
ways larger than that on the chain direction. The amplitude
of hole pairs along the leg being smaller than other hole
configurations reflects the fact that the rung bonds are stron-
ger than the leg bonds in the underlying two-leg spin ladder.
The above results were also pointed out by Sierra et al.11
However, the coexistence of the diagonal pairing and rung
hole pairs is further manifested in our approach.
Pairing symmetry. We also calculated the expec-
tation values of pairing fields along rung and chain
directions. The corresponding operators are
defined as: Dx( j)[1/A2(ssc j11,2,sc j ,2,2s and Dy( j)
[1/A2(ssc j ,1,sc j ,2,2s . In terms of bond operators and the
above mean-field parameters, their vacuum expectation val-
ues are given as follows:
i^Dx&52
1
4A2
~D1D¯ !F s¯222d¯ 22 3J’4J 2 lJ 1Q2 tJ ~x1x¯ !
2A2
td¯
Js¯
~D2D¯ !G , i^Dy&5 12d¯ s¯ . ~35!
The results are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that there is a
critical hole concentration dc . ~In our case, dc50.37 for
J/t50.5 and J’ /J510.! In the low-doping regime d,dc ,
the pairing symmetry shows d-wave-like behavior while for
d.dc , it becomes s-wave-like symmetry. The difference
can be attributed to different internal structures of hole
pairs.11 When d,dc , holes doped into a spin-liquid state
with RVB correlations form pairs with dx22y2-like structure.
However, in the overdoped region, one moves into the low-
FIG. 4. The weight of different types of hole pairs with J/t
50.5 and J’ /J510. The solid line and open circles represent the
weights of hole pairs on diagonal sites and chain direction, respec-
tively.
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ground with an internal s-wave-like symmetry.
Spin excitations. There are two kinds of excitations which
carry nontrivial spin quantum numbers. One is the magnon,
which is represented by t operators in our formulation and is
the spin-triplet excitation around q5(p ,p). The other type
of spin excitations are quasiparticles, which carry spin-1/2.
The band minima of quasiparticles in bonding and antibond-
ing bands are at q5(0,0) and q5(0,p), respectively. The
behaviors of their gaps varying with hole concentration are
shown in Fig. 6. We found that the gap of magnons increases
while quasiparticle gaps decrease with increasing d . In addi-
tion, it is easy to see that the low-lying spin modes with odd
and even parity are magnons and quasiparticles in the bond-
ing band, respectively. Real spin-1 excitations in two-leg
ladders are composed of magnons or pairs of quasiparticles.
The gap of the latter is still smaller than that of the former.
FIG. 5. The vacuum expectation values of pairing fields as func-
tions of the doping concentration at J/t50.5 and J’ /J510. The
dashed line and open circles represent Dx and Dy , respectively.
FIG. 6. The gaps of spin excitations at J/t50.5 and J’ /J
510. The solid line, open circles, and stars correspond to quasipar-
ticles in bonding band, anti-bonding band, and magnons, respec-
tively.Thus, the spin gap in the C1S0 phase is determined by qua-
siparticles instead of magnons. This was also shown by nu-
merical studies.9
2. Phase separation
The above-discussed C1S0 superconducting phase may
become unstable against phase separation when the value of
J/t becomes large in the t-J ladders.9 The reason is that in
the large J limit the gain in exchange energy by maximizing
the number of AF bonds outweighs the cost in kinetic en-
ergy.
The stability of the C1S0 solution against the phase sepa-
ration can be examined by studying the compressibility k:
k215d2
]m
]d
.
At J’ /J510, we found that k diverges at J/t51.2 and be-
comes negative when J/t.1.2. This implies that our mean-
field solutions with uniform hole density become unstable
against phase separation when J/t>1.2 @see Fig. 7~a!#. For
J’ /J55, the situation is similar as shown in Fig. 7~b!. The
only difference is that the boundary between the C1S0 phase
and the phase separation region is moved to J/t51.6. At
J’ /J52, the critical value of J/t where the phase separation
occurs not only increases but also becomes strongly doping-
dependent as shown in Fig. 7~c!. The latter trend is quite
similar to that found in numerical studies9,11 for the isotropic
case, i.e., J’ /J51. We note, however, that further reducing
J’ /J towards the isotropic limit in our mean-field theory
does not improve more of the comparison with the numerical
results since the ground-state energy starts to visibly deviate
from numerical data at J’ /J,2 even for small d as shown
in Fig. 3.
V. DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a mean-field description on
doped two-leg ladders in the strong rung interaction limit
based on the phase string formulation. With the help of bond
operators, we can easily separate the high-energy and low-
energy processes in the t-J Hamiltonian. Thus, a mean-field
treatment becomes straightforward. The pairing between
quasiparticles is driven by the condensation of the hard-core
boson d and a nonvanishing RVB order parameter s¯ . These
further demand the formation of spin-singlet bonds not only
along the chain direction but also on diagonal sites. The lat-
ter becomes a strong nearest-neighbor bond after one of the
holes hops next to the other. As a consequence, the forma-
tion of this kind of singlet can maximize the hopping overlap
with other hole configurations and lower its energy. This
feature is a necessary result in our formula as shown in Eq.
~26!. We have to emphasize that this mechanism for pairing
comes from the t term and is quite different from the
‘‘broken-bond’’ effect though the latter does enhance hole
pairing somewhat. Also, the pairing must cause a gap opened
up in the quasiparticle spectrum. Thus, all spin excitations
are gapped in this region.
Here, we would like to make some comments on the ef-
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the bond-operator representation to the original t-J Hamil-
tonian without explicitly taking into account the nonlocal
effect of phase string, then we would obtain a Hamiltonian
with a different form in the t term. For example, the t term
with a linear d in H1 would involve quasiparticle pairing
between different bands, which is a high-energy process
now. Subsequently, the pairing between quasiparticles would
only come from the four-fermion attraction in the J term of
the Hamiltonian. If we still use the similar mean-field ansatz
to treat this Hamiltonian, it would result in a thermodynami-
FIG. 7. The boundary between the C1S0 phase and the phase
separation region with ~a! J’ /J510, ~b! J’ /J55, and ~c! J’ /J
52.cally unstable state because the compressibility is always
negative. Such an instability is actually similar to the spiral
instability22 in 2D case when one tries to generalize the
Schwinger-boson mean-field theory to the doped case with-
out considering the phase string effect.21 Therefore, it is nec-
essary to take into account the phase string effect in order to
acquire a correct mean-field theory on the doped antiferro-
magnets regardless of dimensionality.
Mu¨ller and Rice have suggested a possible C2S2 phase
existing between the Nogaoka phase with very small values
of J/t and the C1S0 phase with intermediate values of J/t .12
They provided some numerical evidence to support this con-
jecture. Physically, the appearance of this phase can be un-
derstood as the following: When the holons move fast, i.e.,
t@J ,J’ , the gain in kinetic energy may outweigh the cost
by breaking the rung hole pairs and rung singlets. Thus, the
phase coherence between bonding and antibonding bands is
lost and the two-leg ladder is effectively decoupled into two
chains at low energy. If this picture is correct, then the bond
operators ~especially the d-operator! are no longer a good
description of the low-energy degrees of freedom in this re-
gion. On the other hand, as we have seen in Eq. ~16!, there
are always attractions between quasiparticles on the nearest-
neighbor sites arising from breaking the singlet bonds. If
they are not completely compensated by some repulsive
forces at least at the intermediate scale, the underlying mag-
netic structure may still be a gapped spin liquid with a small
spin gap and the observed C2S2 phase perhaps is a finite
size effect. But the present mean-field theory, which works
in the limit J’@J ,t , cannot be directly applied to this regime
to address those issues.
For large doping concentration, the antibonding band of
electrons is empty and the system falls into the C1S1 phase.
To describe this phase, the bond-operator representation is
not convenient. We have to go back to Eq. ~9!. Nevertheless,
the problem that there are nontrivial phase factors in the
Hamiltonian rears its head again. These phase factors are the
interactions arising from the phase string effect and entail
careful treatment. Otherwise, important physics may be lost.
The pursuit along this direction is beyond the scope of the
present paper.
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Here we present the procedure to diagonalize Eq. ~19!.
After performing Fourier transformations on all operators by
Oˆ j51/AN(kOˆ keikx j ~the lattice spacing is set to be one!, the
mean-field Hamiltonian in Eq. ~19! becomes
HMF5NH l2 J’4 2 J2 2S 34 J’1l D s¯21~x1x¯ !Qt
1
J
8 ~D1D
¯ !22
J
16 ~x2x
¯ !22S J2d¯ 212m
1l2
J’
4 2J D d¯ 2J 1(k ~ekeks1 eks1e¯ke¯ks1 e¯ks!
1(
k
~ iGkek↑
1 e2k↓
1 1iG¯ ke¯k↑
1 e¯2k↓
1 1H.c.!
1(
k
$Lktka
1 tka1Pk~ tka
1 t2k2a
1 1tkat2k2a!%,
~A1!
where
ek52F t~2d¯ 21s¯21Q !2 J8 ~x2x¯ !Gcos k2t2m2l1 J’4
1
J
2 ~12d
¯
2!,
e¯k52F t~2d¯ 21s¯21Q !1 J8 ~x2x¯ !Gcos k1t2m2l1 J’4
1
J
2 ~12d
¯
2!,
Gk5F J4 ~D1D¯ !12A2ts¯d¯ Gsin k ,
G¯ k5F J4 ~D1D¯ !22A2ts¯d¯ Gsin k ,Lk5@Js¯22t~x1x¯ !#cos k1
J’
4 2l ,
Pk5
J
2s
¯
2cos k .
Equation ~A1! can be diagonalized by the following
Bogolioubov transformations:
ak5ukek↑2vke2k↓
1
, bk5uke2k↓1vkek↑
1
, ~A2!
a¯ k5u¯ ke¯k↑2v¯ ke¯2k↓
1
, b¯ k5u¯ ke¯2k↓1v¯ ke¯k↑
1
, ~A3!
gka5cosh uktka1sinh ukt2k2a
1
. ~A4!
The coefficients uk , vk , u¯ k , v¯ k , cosh uk , and sinh uk are
given by
uk5cos fke
i
p
4 , vk5sin fke2i
p
4 ,
u¯ k5cos f¯ ke
i
p
4 , v¯ k5sin f¯ ke2i
p
4 ,
cos2fk5
1
2 S 11 ekEkD , sin2fk512 S 12 ekEkD ,
cos2f¯ k5
1
2 S 11 e¯kE¯ kD , sin2f¯ k512 S 12 e¯kE¯ kD ,
Ek5Aek21Gk2, E¯ k5Ae¯k21G¯ k2, ~A5!
cosh2uk5
1
2 S Lkvk 11 D , sinh2uk512 S Lkvk 21 D ,
vk5ALk224Pk2. ~A6!
In Eq. ~A6!, both Lk and Lk
224Pk
2 have to be positive. This
constraint will be enforced in our numerical analysis. If we
define n¯5(x1x¯ )t/(J’/42l) and n52Js¯2/(J’/42l), then
the band minimum of t particles occurs at k5p when n¯
<n/2 and at k50 when n¯.n/2. With the help of Eqs. ~A2!,
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